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Press Release -  Cannon River Flooding Update 
September 24, 2016, 1:00 p.m. 

 
The Northfield Police Department would like to share the following flood related updates:  

- Friday night-Saturday morning, the river continued to rise but at a slower rate.   The 2nd St. gauge is 
fluctuating between 900.4’ and 900.88’ (highest reading).  It appears we may be in a “Crest Stage” but 
we have not seen an actual downward trend, so we are not stating it has crested.  It appears likely the 
Cannon River level in Northfield will continue to fluctuate between 900’ and 901’ for quite some time.  

- Straight River readings are trending downward, slowly.  West Cannon River levels are still rising, but 
very slowly.   

- Weather forecast for Saturday:  90% chance of rain overnight; expected rainfall of 0.5” – 1” 
- Saturday morning, City Staff performed a walk and drive survey of the downtown river area, 

businesses, bridges, electric boxes in the 200-300 blocks of the river, and park areas.  All protections 
are in place and holding. 

- Streets, Public Works, and Police Staff will be working through the weekend to maintain protective 
measures and monitor flood related issues. 

Reminders:  
- The Downtown Walk Bridge and Bicycle Bridge over the Cannon are closed to all traffic. 
- The 4th St. Bridge is closed to vehicle traffic, but is open for foot traffic. 
- Sechler and South Babcock Parks are closed. 
- Regardless of any additional rain received, river levels will remain very high well into, or through next 

week. 
 
Downtown Businesses along the Cannon River and Carleton College continue their efforts to protect their 
property, buildings, and contents.  Most of the sandbagging and other protective measures are in place and/or 
finished.  Many businesses and homes are now concentrating on pumping out water that is seeping into lower 
levels of buildings.   
 
Northfield Shares is still coordinating volunteers to help businesses or residents requiring assistance with 
sandbagging or other measures.  Anyone interested in volunteering or needing assistance sandbagging should 
contact Northfield Shares at 507-403-9755 or at http://northfieldshares.org/ 
 
The NWS predicts rainfall in the 1/2'” to 1” range for Saturday.  City personnel will continue to monitor weather 
watches/warnings and river levels, and will disseminate more information as it becomes necessary.  Check the 
City of Northfield website, KYMN Radio, the Northfield News, and local or national weather services for 
updates.  Resources and updates can be found on the Northfield website home page under  “Emergency 
Preparedness Resources,” at the following link;  http://www.ci.northfield.mn.us/index.aspx?NID=985 
 

- Northfield Police remind citizens to stay away from, and out of the Cannon River or any of the 
flooded areas along the river.  The water is very dirty, extremely fast moving, and the 
underwater terrain is unpredictable. 

- Do not enter streets, parks, or sidewalk areas that have been blocked, taped, labeled as closed, 
or are underwater. 

 
If you observe flooding related issues, please call Dispatch at 507-645-4475 and ask to speak with an On-Duty 
Officer.  For other general questions, please call Chief Monte Nelson at 507-663-9301. 
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